ABSTRACT This descriptive–analytical study used data envelopment analysis to evaluated the technical efficiency (TE) of health systems in Member States of the World Health Organization Eastern Mediterranean Region during 2004–2011. Life expectancy and infant mortality were used as outputs. Per capita total expenditure on health, and number of physicians, nurses and midwives and hospital beds per 1000 people were used as inputs. The determinants of TE of the health systems were examined using a regression model. United Arab Emirates and Somalia had the most efficient health systems with a TE score of 1. Djibouti and Libya had the most inefficient health systems, with TE scores of 0.346 and 0.435, respectively. The most
important determinants of TE were the level of education and gross domestic product per capita. The relationship between unemployment and out-of-pocket health expenditure was not significantly associated with TE of the health systems. To improve TE of the health systems, countries should focus on individuals' empowerment in education and income level, rather than only on providing healthcare services.

Production de résultats sanitaires et déterminants de la performance des systèmes de santé dans la Région OMS de la Méditerranée orientale

RÉSUMÉ La présente étude analytique descriptive a été menée pour évaluer l’efficacité technique des systèmes de santé des pays de la Région de la Méditerranée orientale de l’Organisation mondiale de la Santé (OMS) durant la période 2004-2011 au moyen de l’analyse d’enveloppement des données. L’espérance de vie à la naissance et le taux de mortalité infantile ont été utilisés comme extraits et les dépenses de santé totales par habitant, les effectifs de médecins, d’infirmières et de sages-femmes et le nombre de lits d’hôpital par millier d’habitants ont été utilisés comme intrants des systèmes de santé. Les déterminants de l’efficacité technique des systèmes de santé ont été examinés à l’aide du modèle de régression. Les Émirats arabes unis et la Somalie avaient les systèmes de santé les plus efficaces avec un score d’efficacité technique de 1, tandis que Djibouti et la Libye, avec des scores d’efficacité technique de 0,346 et de 0,435 respectivement, avaient les systèmes de santé les plus inefficaces. Les déterminants les plus importants de l’efficacité technique des systèmes de santé des pays étaient le niveau d’éducation et le PIB par habitant. La relation entre le taux de chômage et les dépenses de santé directes n’était pas statistiquement significative du niveau d’efficacité technique des systèmes de santé. Afin d’améliorer l’efficacité technique des systèmes de santé, les pays devraient se concentrer sur l’autonomisation individuelle dans les domaines de l’éducation et du niveau de revenu, plutôt que sur la prestation de services de soins de santé uniquement.
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Introduction
Health systems include all organizations, enterprises and institutions that are engaged in the production and provision of health services. In most countries, health systems play an important and effective role in increasing life expectancy, reducing mortality from disease, and protecting individuals against the costs of illness, therefore, the lives of many people depend on proper functioning of these health systems (1). However, there is evidence that some health systems do not fulfil their vital role, and by inappropriate use of resources and facilities they drift far from their functional objectives, causing inequality, unnecessary suffering and increased poverty in the community. Therefore, improper management of resources, inefficient organization and lack of proper accountability are serious problems causing the failure of health systems. Accordingly, in recent years, the function of health systems has become a major concern for health policy-makers and countries committed to reforms in this area. These reforms include financing, provision of services, and production and development of resources. Thus, it is important to examine the effect of such reforms on the function and technical efficiency (TE) of health systems (2).

In recent years, the average health expenditure has increased from 3.6 to 9.8% of gross domestic product (GDP) in several countries that are members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. In Member States of the World Health Organization Eastern Mediterranean Region, this share increased from 4.9 to 5.7% during 1999–2011. Also in the latter countries, on average, per capita health expenditure increased from US$224 in 2004 to US$431 in 2011. With increasing healthcare costs, which could reduce resource consumption in other sectors, the productivity of resources devoted to this sector is becoming increasingly important. Although some countries have good health outcomes, their approach to achieving them is inefficient. Some countries also can achieve the desired outcomes by reducing the amount of inputs (e.g., per capita total expenditure on health, and number of physicians). Attempts to adopt several policies to increase the resource efficiency of the health sector requires functional analysis of health systems, in terms of how to use financial and non-financial resources and the factors affecting their health production function (maximum outputs that health systems produce out of a given combination of health inputs) (3).

Some studies have been carried out at the micro level to evaluate the function of health system units such as hospitals and clinics (4–9), and at the macro level to evaluate the TE of health systems (10–14). Most of these studies used life expectancy at birth as an index of output, and per capita health expenditure as an index of input. However, in recent years, different types of inputs and outputs have been used in the regression model. For example, Spinks et al. (10) examined the effect of socioeconomic factors on health outcomes, using variables of unemployment rate, level of education and GDP per capita as inputs in the model. Also, Schwellnus et al. (11) included socioeconomic factors and lifestyle as inputs in the model. Despite the various studies carried out in developed countries regarding the TE and factors affecting their health systems, studies of this kind are rarely carried out in developing countries. Therefore, we evaluated the TE of health systems and its determinants in Member States of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region in order to produce health outcomes.
Methods

This descriptive–analytical study was conducted using data envelopment analysis (DEA) and regression analysis to estimate the TE of health systems and its determinants in Member States of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestinian Authority, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen) during 2004–2011. To measure the TE of health systems, per capita total expenditure on health, number of physicians, nurses and midwives, and number of hospital beds per 1000 people were used as input variables, and life expectancy at birth and reversed infant mortality rate were used as output variables (Table 1). The inclusion criteria included being a Member State of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region and completeness of the data and information about the countries.

DEA is a nonparametric linear programming model used in frontier analysis to measure the TE of decision-making units. Several assumptions have been made to estimate TE using the programming model according to the type of optimization. Thus, the model can be input-oriented (minimizing inputs to achieve a certain level of output) and output-oriented (maximizing output using a certain level of input). DEA assumptions in this study were considered as constant returns to scale and as maximizing outcomes with certain inputs (output-oriented). The DEA linear programming model is given as follows:

Max; \[ W = \sum_{r} U_r Y_{rk} \]

subject to \[ \sum_{i} V_i X_{ik} = 1 \]

\[ \sum_{r} U_r Y_{ij} - \sum_{i} V_i X_{ij} \leq 0 \]

for \( j = 1, ..., n \)

\[ U_r \geq \varepsilon > 0 \quad r = 1, 2, ..., s \]

\[ V_i \geq \varepsilon > 0 \quad i = 1, 2, ..., m \]
>0 is a non-Archimedean infinitesimal.

Where \( W \) is the TE of the health system, \( Y \) is the output of the health system, \( X \) is the input or resources of the health system, \( U \) is the output weight, \( V \) is the input weight, \( i–m \) is the input index, and \( r–s \) is the index of output. The TE of the health systems of the 22 countries was estimated using information on per capita total expenditure, number of physicians, nurses and midwives, number of hospital beds, life expectancy at birth and reversed infant mortality rate, as a time series for 8 years (2004–2011). A decision-making unit (health system) that produced the maximum health output for a certain level of resources or input was considered as the reference unit with TE score close to 1. In contrast, a decision-making unit that used several inputs to produce the fewest health outputs was considered as inefficient with TE score close to 0. Therefore, the TE score in DEA was a number between 1 and 0. Information and health data were collected from the WHO Global Health Observatory database, World Bank, and statistical data of the human development indices. Win4deap1.1.2 software was used for conducting technical efficiency of health systems.

DEA is performed using deterministic data and information (not stochastic) and the frontier function may be affected by stochastic changes, measurement error and unobservable heterogeneity of data. To overcome this, we estimated the TE of the health systems during an 8-year period rather than cross-sectionally, which also increased the power of our analysis.

In the second part of the study, the TE score obtained from the DEA model was modelled as a dependent variable and as a function of variables out of and under the control of the health systems. The regression model is given as follows:

\[
\text{LCR}_{it} = \beta 0 + \beta 1 \text{LED}_{it} + \beta 2 \text{LGDP}_{it} + \beta 3 \text{LOOP}_{it} + \beta 4 \text{LU}_{it} + u_{it}
\]

Where \( \text{LCR}_{it} \) is the logarithm of health system TE score of country \( i \) in year \( t \); \( \text{LED}_{it} \) is the
To estimate the model and avoid spurious regression, we determined the stationary and unit root of given variables. We examined panel data unit root with Levin–Lin–Chu (2002) (LLC), Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF)-Fisher and PP-Fisher tests. After determining the level of stationary, co-integration of variables was also examined using the Pedroni (1999) co-integration test. In addition, the Chow test was used for the detection of fixed effects and pooled models, and Hausman test was used for detection of random and fixed effects models.

**Results**

The descriptive statistics and the variables used in the DEA and regression model showed that during 2004–2011, the per capita total expenditure on health was about US$351.1 (Table 2). Thus, the maximum value of US$3416 was found in Qatar in 2008 and the lowest value of US$1 was found in Somalia in 2011. Somalia, Yemen and Afghanistan had the lowest number of physicians, nurses and midwives, and hospital beds. Maximum values for these variables were found in Lebanon, Qatar and Libya. The average life expectancy at birth and infant mortality in all 22 countries was 68.6 years and 38 cases per 1000 live births, respectively. The highest average life expectancy at birth and infant mortality rate were found in Lebanon and Afghanistan. Djibouti and Qatar had the lowest average life expectancy at birth and infant mortality rate.

Based on average TE scores of the health systems during 2004–2011, the health systems of the United Arab Emirates and Somalia had full TE (score = 1) and the scores systems in other countries were Table 3). Following the assumptions of the DEA model (assuming output-oriented and constant return to scale), it means that the health systems in the United Arab Emirates and Somalia compared well with those in other countries, using certain inputs (per capita total expenditure on health, number of physicians, nurses and midwives, and number of hospital beds), produced the maximum outputs (increased life expectancy at birth and reduced infant mortality). The health systems in Oman and the Syrian Arab Republic were ranked second and third, respectively. In contrast, this study showed the poor position of the health systems in countries such as Djibouti, Libya and Saudi Arabia, which were ranked last.

In addition, the mean TE of health systems during 2004–2011 was 0.77. The health systems in Kuwait and Jordan had the greatest reduction in TE between 2004 and 2011. In contrast, the
health systems in Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran showed the greatest increase in TE. In fact, TE change provides a measure of how far each country has moved from the efficient frontier (the set of health systems that offer the highest outputs for a defined level of inputs) over the time period.

According to LLC and ADF-Fisher tests, all the studied variables were first-order stationary (Table 4). However, the PP-Fisher test showed that all variables except unemployment rate were first-order stationary. According to both statistics of the Pedroni test, the null hypothesis could not be confirmed due to lack of co-integration of the model. Therefore, the variables studied were co-integrated and the problem of spurious regression in estimating the model was not encountered. The results of the F and χ² statistics of the Chow test showed that the dominant and appropriate model was a random and fixed effects model, respectively. In order to test the random or fixed effects model we conducted the Hausman test. The dominant model according to Hausman’s test was a fixed effects model.

In the regression model, in order to investigate the determinants of health system TE, several variables (out of and under the control of the health systems) were considered as factors affecting health production function (Table 5). Level of education, per capita GDP and unemployment rate as factors out of the control of the health systems, and out-of-pocket expenditure as a factor under the control of health systems or as an input indicator were entered into the model. The effect of each of these variables on the TE score was examined. The regression model showed that literacy rate of those aged > 15 years (indicative of education) and per capita GDP had a significant effect on the TE of health systems. Unemployment rate and payment by people for health care had no significant relationship with TE.

**Discussion**

This study was conducted to evaluate the TE of health systems and its determinants in the Member States of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region during 2004–2011. Somalia and the United Arab Emirates with an average TE score of 1 had the most efficient health systems. However, in a study by Evans et al. (2), the TE of the health systems of 191 countries was evaluated in terms of health production, in which Somalia and the United Arab Emirates were ranked 154 (score of 0.506) and 16 (score of 0.907), respectively. In the present study, the health system of Oman was ranked second, while in other studies (15), the TE score for Oman’s health system in achieving the desired outputs (life expectancy, reduction in infant and age

The present study showed that some countries per certain unit of resources produced more health outcomes. For example, Somalia with the lowest per capita total health expenditure (average US$1) and number of physicians per 1000 persons (0.2) had the maximum TE. It is
expected that further investment in health systems (including Somalia) will yield better health outcomes. In terms of TE changes during 2004–2011, we showed that the TE of the health systems of Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran had the highest increase. The increase can be attributed to the appropriate use of health system resources, increased life expectancy and reduced infant mortality. In contrast, Kuwait and Jordan had the greatest reduction in TE.

We draw attention to 2 important issues. First, for health systems with 0 input, the output level will not also be 0 (16). In other words, even in the absence of the health system, a level of output will be achieved because a large part of the individual's health is determined outside the health system. Second, concern about the rate of diminishing marginal returns is of importance in achieving health gains. The rate of diminishing marginal returns can begin from a certain level of health outcomes, and from this point, countries should spend more for each unit of health outcomes.

Several studies have shown that factors out of the control of the health systems play an important role in the health status of the community (3, 17–19). Therefore, in our regression model, the literacy rate of those aged > 15 years, per capita GDP and unemployment rate were used as components out of the control of the health system, and out-of-pocket expenditure was used as the only component under the control of the health system. The regression model showed that in the long term, out-of-pocket expenditure had no significant effect on the TE of the health systems. In contrast, the level of education and GDP per capita had the greatest effect on TE. Therefore, public health status is affected by education and income as well as health systems. Educated and high-income people are capable of effective use of health information and services to improve their health status. Unhealthy behaviour is associated with low levels of education and income, and plays an important role in increasing mortality risk (20–22). For this reason, it has been stated that encouragement of healthy behaviour and policies to improve socioeconomic status are of importance to improve individual health status (23).

In conclusion, our study showed that the health systems of Somalia, United Arab Emirates and Oman had the highest TE score during 2004–2011. Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran had the greatest change in TE and Kuwait and Jordan had the greatest decline. The results also showed that the TE of health systems was affected by factors not under the control of the health systems (e.g., level of education and GDP per capita). Therefore, to improve the TE of health systems and improve health outcomes, countries should focus on individual empowerment in the field of education and income level rather than focusing solely on providing health services.
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